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Meeting Minute #3 dated August 27th 2019 

1 Course description 

1.1. Pre-requisites 

Basic knowledge of concepts and theories of social sciences are required for this course. 

 1.2. Abstract 

The ability to compare effectively involves the ability to be clearheaded about what is to 

be compared. Questions regarding the “unit of analysis/comparison” are therefore at the 

center of any comparative endeavor in sociology and the social sciences more generally. 

These questions are approached in this course primarily from a meta-theoretical vantage 

point. Accordingly, we will focus not so much on “what is compared” as on “what sort of 

thing is compared” and on “how to go about comparing it.” 

This course is designed to be a broad orientation to the different methodologies featured 

in the program in International Master in Comparative Social Research. The goal at hand 

is to strengthen whatever weaknesses the course attendees may have on the topic and to 

improve their ability to become, down the road, intelligent about methodology as well as 

proficient. 

2 Learning Objectives 

 - to study seminal texts in comparative social research 

 - to learn basic concepts of comparative social research 

- to be able to construct productive research questions using approaches of 

comparative sociology 

 - to learn to build comparative research designs in comparative social research 

- to be able to distinguish and apply various social data to comparative research 

questions  

- to learn to criticize and evaluate the quality of outcome of different forms of 

comparison  
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3 Learning Outcomes 

 - to understand basic principles of comparative social research 

 - to be able to meaningfully construct comparative research questions  

 - to model comparative research designs in comparative social research 

 - to be able to criticize comparative studies 

4 Course Plan 

SESSION ONE: Introduction 

The first session will introduce the main concepts of comparative political sociology and 

lay out the course plan and requirements from student participation. We will collect and 

discuss different forms of comparative social research and our understanding of it.  

SESSION TWO: Two Programs of Comparative Social Research 

The session discusses the works of Emile Durkheim and Max Weber as foundational 

classics of comparative social research. We will compare their main principles and 

differences in research designs and questions. 

SESSION THREE: History of Empirical Cross-national Comparative Research  

This session will introduce the main debates and direction in contemporary cross-national 

comparative research and ask about their potential for sociological theory development. 

SESSION FOUR: Conceptionalizing Types of Comparison 

The session introduces Charles Tilly´s distinction between different types of comparison 

in social science. We will criticize and apply the concepts to various research questions. 

SESSION FIVE: Variables and Cases in Comparative Research Designs 

This session discusses the main differences between case-oriented and variable-oriented 

research designs and discusses various forms of case selection in empirical studies. 

SESSION SIX: Central Issues of Comparative Social Analysis I 

This session discusses two classical studies in comparative research dealing with the 

welfare state and capitalism and confronts them with contemporary criticism. 

SESSION SEVEN: Central Issues of Comparative Social Analysis II 

This session discusses a classical comparative study dealing with different forms of 

democracy, but also introduces into current debates in comparative sociology. 
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5  Reading List  

5.1.  Required  

1. Kucera, David, 2007: Qualitative Indicators of Labour Standards. Comparative Methods and 

Applications. Springer URL https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-1-4020-5310-8 

Proquest 

2. Tilly, Charles, 2003: Contention and Democracy in Europe, 1650–2000. Cambridge URL 

https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/hselibrary-ebooks/detail.action?docID=255200 Proquest  

3. Ragin, Charles C., 1987: Case-Orientated Comparative Methods. In: ebd.: The Comparative 

Method: Moving Beyond Qualitative and Quantitative Strategies. Berkeley and Los Angeles: 

University of California Press; pp. 34-52 [paragraph 3]. URL 

https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/hselibrary-ebooks/detail.action?docID=1698820 Proquest 

4. Esping-Anderson, Gøsta, 1989: The three political Economies of the Welfare State. The 

Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropology 26(2): 10-36. URL 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/20630041?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents Jstor 

5. Hall, Peter A. and David Soskice, 2001: Introduction. In: ebd. (eds.): Varieties of Capitalism. 

The Institutional Foundations of Comparative Advantage. New York: Oxford University Press, 

pp. 1-21. URL http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/view/10.1093/0199247757.001.0001/acprof-

9780199247752 Oxford Scholarship 

6. Lijphart, Arend, 1999: Patterns of Democracy. Government Forms and Performance in Thirty-

Six Countries. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, p. 1-8, 31-41, 275-300 

[paragraphs 1, 3, 16]. URL https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/hselibrary-

ebooks/detail.action?docID=3421026 Proquest 

5.2.  Optional 

 

1. Vennesson, Pascal (2008): “Case studies and process tracing: theories and practices” in 

Approaches and Methodologies in the Social Sciences: A Pluralist Perspective, edited by 

Donatella della Porta and Michael Keating. Cambridge University Press (pp. 223-239) URL 

https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/hselibrary-ebooks/detail.action?docID=358875 Proquest  

2. Lieberson, Stanley, 1991: Small N´s and Big Conclusions: An examination of the Reasoning 

in comparative studies based on a small number of cases. Social Forces 70(2): 307-320. URL 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2580241?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents Jstor 

3. Arjomand, Saїd Amir, 2017: The rise of interdisciplinary studies in social sciences and 

humanities and the challenge of comparative sociology. European Journal of Social Theory 

20(2): 292-306. URL https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1368431016646112 Sage 

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-1-4020-5310-8
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/hselibrary-ebooks/detail.action?docID=255200
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/hselibrary-ebooks/detail.action?docID=1698820
https://www.jstor.org/stable/20630041?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/view/10.1093/0199247757.001.0001/acprof-9780199247752
http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/view/10.1093/0199247757.001.0001/acprof-9780199247752
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/hselibrary-ebooks/detail.action?docID=3421026
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/hselibrary-ebooks/detail.action?docID=3421026
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/hselibrary-ebooks/detail.action?docID=358875
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2580241?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1368431016646112
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6 Grading System 

Four position papers make up 80 percent of the final grade - 20 percentage points per 

paper. 

Class presentation makes up 20 percent of the final grade. 

If the final grade is non-integer, it is rounded according to algebraic rules. If has a half 

(.5) at the end, we are rounding upward. 

6 Examination Type 

The course attendees are expected to complete the weekly readings ahead of the class 

sessions. The final grade will be based on weekly “position papers” and one presentation 

in class of such a position paper. There will be no in-class exam. 

Each “position paper” will relate to the readings of the given week and be between one 

and two pages long (single-spaced, font size 12). It has to be submitted via email before 

the respective class starts. It will be assessed according to the quality of the summary it 

makes of the text(s), the pertinence of the ideas it develops in reaction to the read paper, 

the comprehension of the readings it demonstrates, and the clarity of the exposition.  

Late “position papers” will not be excepted (save for truly extraordinary circumstances), 

make-up assignments will NOT be arranged. For determining the final grade, each 

student’s top four paper scores will be considered. 

In addition, each student has to present his “position” on one of the readings during class. 

This has to be a short introduction into the main thoughts of the text and an account of the 

student´s own reaction to them while developing an own position on the topic of the text. 

This short, 5-7 minute presentation is meant to be as a discussion input, which initiates 

class discussion. The student is meant to lead that discussion and give further input 

during this session. 

7 Methods of Instruction 

This course works with classical literature of comparative social research. Therefore, 

reading is an essential part of learning in this course. There will be lectures, but for the 

most part students discuss in class the argumentation and research design of comparative 

studies. This will be done during group work, but also during class discussions.  

8 Special Equipment and Software Support  

No special equipment or software is required. 


